N uance	

  L og	

  C abin Blanket

A new twist on an old favorite
with a multi-color center and
not a garter stitch in sight.
An instant classic for your self
or favorite baby.

What’s Inside . . .
Log Cabin Tutorial with Planning Sheet
Color Palette & Layout Recommendations
2 Different Pattern Options
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Knitting Nuances

From the Designer
Chart Legend

Stroller blankets are a win win for both new moms and knitters. The compact
size is easy to tuck into car seats or strollers and can not be found in stores.
They knit up quickly and so make perfect gifts for the busy knitter. In no time
at all this adorable baby will be toddling around dragging your blanket around.
Not for baby only, my own much larger log cabin sits patiently by my chair
where logs are added when time allows.
Not only is this one of my favorite blankets but one of my favorite patterns as
well. Originally published on the Bella Knitting site. There’s a lot of details -->
how the log cabin works, color planning, sample palettes and 2 center stitch
and 2 log patterns.

L aura

Gauge

!

Size

!

Gauge is flexible for this project but is
Sample Blanket is 26” square but
can be knit to any size by
recommended at 4.5 to 5.5 stitches/1” in St. st. The
adding sections.
Garter-esque pattern gauge for logs is 3.5 st per 1”.
See tip on page 4 on adjusting for gauge.
Sample: Yarn label gauge of 4.5” per 1” in St. st.

Yarn/Yardage

Notions

• Circular Needle 36” long. You’ll
want a circular needle to handle
Karabella Aurora 8 (98 yds) 100% Extra Fine Merino
the larger number of stitches as
which results in a nice squishy blanket. Ball gauge of
you progress.
4.5 stitches per 1” in St. st.
• US 5-7 Needle (or as needed to
A multiple of yarns will work: merino or blends,
knit to gauge). Start with the
bamboo or cotton blended with wool for a lighter
recommended needle size for
weight. I wouldn’t recumbent pure cotton.
your yarn. You may end up using
2 different needle sizes for the
Yardage
center square and logs.
‣ 3-Color Palette: 3 balls each color
•
Tapestry Needle
‣ 4-Color Palette: 2 balls each color
Sample:

Abbreviations
k1rb

knit 1 into row below

k1fb

knit 1 front and back increase

k2tog

knit 2 together decrease

sl1

slip as if to purl w/ yarn in back

sl1wyif

slip as if to purl w/ yarn in front

Knitting with 3 Colors
Working with 3 colors means you
knit just 1 row with each color. Carry
the yarn up the side pulling it softly
so it does not gap but does not
warp the knit fabric. It is easy to
figure out which color to use … it’s
the one waiting for you as you start
the next row. Note how a color used
on a RSR one time will be on a
WSR the next.
Row 1

Color A

RSR

Row 2

Color B

WSR

Row 3

Color C

RSR

Row 4

Color A

WSR

Picking Up Stitches

Row 5

Color B

RSR

Pick up stitches from the right side of a finished log (or center square at first) working from
right to left. The needle is inserted from front to back and grabs the yarn held in your left
hand behind the blanket bringing it back through to the front and creating a loop on the
needle. Spacing of the stitches is important. The pattern indicates how many stitches to
pick up for each log. We recommend you mark the 25%, 50%, and 75% points on the
existing edge to help space the stitches. The good news is that pick up stitches are easy
to take out and redo.

Row 6

Color C

WSR

More pictures available online on our s1013.PhotoBucket.com site.
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A Tutorial for those who like to know how things work
I. Why we love it.
Knitting a Log Cabin blanket is versatile and fun. It can be contemporary or traditional
based on your layout and color selections.

II. Building a Log Cabin Blanket
Building a Log Cabin blanket starts with a square ...
Add one panel of the same height... then another of the total width.

!
!
!
!

And you’re off an running (or knitting as the case may be).

III. How it works... it’s all about gauge.
Traditional Log Cabin designs are always knit in Garter stitch
(knit every row). No one really likes Garter so why use it?
The answer has to do with how closely the rows snuggle
together. Stockinette requires more rows than stitches to knit a
square. For example, a typical gauge might be 20 stitches and
28 rows per 4 inches. Garter stitch, is wider and pulls the rows
more closely together.
A Garter swatch 20 stitches wide and 40 rows long is square.
What does that mean to us?
It means that since there are twice as many rows as there are stitches, when you pick up stitches along the side of a
Garter square you pick up 1 stitch for every 2 rows. Conveniently, that equates to 1 stitch for every Garter ridge bump.
No counting, no muss, no fuss. Not quite sure what we just said? Here’s a graphic image.

!

The green square is 10 stitches wide by 20 rows high.
The blue square, picked up along the right side, also has
10 stitches.
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